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Introduction 

¡  Studies of di-bosons final states: 
¡  Test SM: EW and QCD predictions. 
¡  Background in various analysis:  

¡  SM  
¡  Higgs 
¡  BSM 

¡  Search for new physics: 
¡  Anomalous Triple Gauge Coupling (aTGC). 
¡  Resonant excess. 

¡  Three processes studied with the full 2011 dataset (L=4.6 fb-1): (lυγ), (llγ), (υυγ). 
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“Measurements of Wγ and Zγ 
production in pp collisions at 
√s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS 
detector at the LHC”  
Phys. Rev. D 87, 112003 (2013)  

With l = (e, µ)

TGC vertex 



W(lυ)γ 
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¡  Selection: 
¡  1 good lepton: 

¡  pT
l > 25 GeV. 

¡  ET
Miss > 35 GeV. 

¡  1 isolated photon: 
¡  ET > 15 GeV. 

¡  Differential ET
γ measurement: 

¡  AlpGen and Sherpa describe the shape 
properly. 

¡  Comparison to MCFM NLO prediction: 

¡  Disagreement in high ET
γ for Njet≥0. 

¡  Agreement improved for Njet=0. 

¡  More: 
¡  Inclusive(Njet≥0) & exclusive(Njet=0) σ 

measurement. 
¡  Jet multiplicity unfolding. 

¡  Three body transverse mass unfolding. 

 



Z(ll)γ 
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¡  Selection: 
¡  2 good leptons: 

¡  pT
l > 25 GeV. 

¡  mll > 40 GeV. 
¡  1 isolated photon: 

¡  ET > 15 GeV. 

¡ Differential ET
γ measurement: 

¡  Sherpa describe the shape properly. 
¡  Fair agreement with MCFM NLO 

predictions. 
¡  First ATLAS differential measurement for 

Z(ll)γ! 

¡ More: 
¡  Inclusive(Njet≥0)  & exclusive (Njet=0) σ  

measurement. 
¡  Jet multiplicity unfolding. 
¡  Three body invariant mass unfolding. 

 



Z(υυ)γ 
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e⌫� µ⌫� e⌫� µ⌫�

N

jet

� 0 N

jet

= 0
N

obs

W� 7399 10914 4449 6578
W (`⌫)+jets 1240± 160± 210 2560± 270± 580 910± 160± 160 1690± 210± 270
Z(`+`�) +X 678± 18± 86 779± 19± 93 411± 13± 51 577± 16± 73

�+jets 625± 80± 86 184± 9± 15 267± 79± 54 87± 7± 14
tt̄ 320± 8± 28 653± 11± 57 22± 2± 4 44± 3± 6

other background 141± 16± 13 291± 29± 26 52± 5± 6 140± 22± 18
N

sig

W� 4390± 200± 250 6440± 300± 590 2780± 190± 180 4040± 230± 280

TABLE I. Total number of events passing the selection requirements in the data (Nobs

W�), expected number of background

events and observed number of signal events (N sig

W�) in the e⌫� and the µ⌫� channels for inclusive (N
jet

� 0) and exclusive

(N
jet

= 0) events. N sig

W� is defined as the di↵erence between N

obs

W� and the total number of expected background events. The first
uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects. The “other background”
includes contributions from WW , single top quark, W (⌧⌫) and Z(⌧+

⌧

�) production.
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Z� 1908 2756 1417 2032
N

BG

Z� 311± 57± 68 366± 83± 73 156± 43± 32 244± 41± 49
N

sig

Z� 1600± 71± 68 2390± 97± 73 1260± 56± 32 1790± 59± 49

TABLE II. Total number of events passing the selection requirements in the data (Nobs

Z� ), expected number of background events

(NBG

Z� ) and observed number of signal events (N sig

Z�) in the e+e�� channel and the µ+

µ

�
� channel with inclusive (N

jet

� 0) and

exclusive (N
jet

= 0) selections. N

sig

Z� is defined as the di↵erence between N

obs

Z� and the total number of expected background
events. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects.

⌫⌫̄� ⌫⌫̄�

N

jet

� 0 N

jet

= 0
N

obs

Z� 1094 662
W (e⌫) 171± 2± 17 132± 2± 13

Z(⌫⌫̄)+jets, multi-jet 70± 13± 14 29± 5± 3
W� 238± 12± 37 104± 9± 24

�+jets 168± 20± 42 26± 7± 11
Z(⌧+

⌧

�)� 11.7± 0.7± 0.9 6.5± 0.6± 0.6
tt̄ 11± 1.2± 1.0 0.9± 0.6± 0.1

N

sig

Z� 420± 42± 60 360± 29± 30

TABLE III. Total number of events in the data (Nobs

Z� ), ex-
pected number of background events from various SM pro-
cesses and observed signal yields (N sig

Z�) after all ⌫⌫̄� selec-
tion criteria are applied for inclusive (N

jet

� 0) and exclusive
(N

jet

= 0) events. N

sig

Z� is defined as the di↵erence between

N

obs

Z� and the total number of expected background events.
The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty
represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects.

branching fractions of the ⌧ decay modes are well known
and modeled by MC simulation. The main uncertainty
on the ⌧⌫� contamination is due to the uncertainty on the
MC normalization factor. By assuming lepton universal-
ity for the W boson decays, the MC scale factor for ⌧⌫�
events and its uncertainty are taken from the measure-
ment of `⌫� events. The scale factor is defined to correct
the yield of `⌫� events estimated by MC simulation to
match the `⌫� event yield measured in data as shown in
Table I. About 35% of W� contamination comes from
`⌫� events. Most of the `⌫� contamination consists of

events with a low-E
T

lepton below 25GeV (70%) or with
a high-E

T

central lepton that failed to pass the identifi-
cation or isolation criteria (20%). Less than 5% of `⌫�
contamination comes from events with a forward lepton
outside the detector’s fiducial volume.
�+jets background: Due to the high-Emiss

T

require-
ment in ⌫⌫̄� event selection, �+jets contamination is sup-
pressed, especially in the exclusive measurement with a
jet veto cut. In order to measure this background from
data, a sample is selected by applying all signal-region se-
lection criteria except for requiring ��(Emiss

T

, jet)< 0.4.
By requiring the E

miss

T

direction to be close to the jet
direction, the selected events in the control region are
dominated by �+jets background. The yield of �+jets
obtained in control regions is then scaled by an extrap-
olation factor to predict the �+jets background yield in
the signal region, where the extrapolation factor is taken
from a �+jets MC sample. By varying the E

miss

T

thresh-
old from 60 GeV to 100 GeV and varying the jet mul-
tiplicity requirement for the events from N

jet

� 0 to
N

jet

� 1, alternative control samples are obtained to
evaluate the systematic uncertainties. The main system-
atic uncertainty in the �+jets estimate comes from the
di↵erent background yields in di↵erent control regions.
The systematic uncertainty on the extrapolation factor
is obtained by comparing the predictions from sherpa

and pythia �+jets MC samples and varying the energy
scale and resolution for jets and E

miss

T

in MC samples.
Other backgrounds: Background contributions from

other processes are determined from MC samples. The
contributions from Z(⌧+⌧�)�, and tt̄ are found to be

¡  Selection: 
¡  0 good leptons. 
¡  ET

Miss > 90 GeV. 
¡  1 isolated photon: 

¡  ET > 100 GeV. 

¡  Inclusive and exclusive σ  
measurement: 
¡  First ATLAS measurement for Z(υυ)γ! 



Integrated cross section measurement 
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¡ Measurement compared to MCFM NLO predictions. 
¡  Good agreement for Zγ. 

¡  Worse agreement for Wγ. 

¡  2σ above predictions for Njet≥0. 

¡  Agreement improved for Njet=0. 



Anomalous Triple Gauge Coupling 
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Use last ET
γ bin 

to extract 
aTGC limits 

¡  s-channel diagram contains TGC vertex. 
¡  Forbidden for Zγ final state. 
¡  aTGC: Enhanced cross section at high energy. 
¡  Use 2D effective parameterization of each coupling. 

¡  Search for aTGC using exclusive (Njet=0) photon ET 
in Z(ll)γ, Z(υυ)γ and W(lυ)γ final state. 

¡  No significant deviations from the SM predictions. 

¡  Limits comparable or better to that obtained at 
Tevatron and LEP. 



BSM Search 
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¡  Use 3 body transverse mass (Wγ) and invariant mass (Zγ) 
to search for a resonant excess. 

¡  Obtain model independent limits on Wγ and  Zγ 
σ* BR production. 
¡  Use Low Scale Technicolor (LSTC) as a benchmark: 

¡  aTèWγ: M(aT) = 703 GeV. 
¡  ωT èZγ : M(ωT) = 494 GeV.  

¡  First limit published on W(lυ)γ final state! 

¡  Best limit published on Z(ll)γ final state! 

 



Conclusions 

¡  ATLAS 7 TeV (Vγ) results were presented. 

¡  Integrated cross-section: 
¡  Good agreement with NLO predictions found for Zγ . 
¡  2σ agreement for Wγ.  

¡  Improvement for Njets=0.  

¡  Differential cross-section: 
¡  Discrepancies with NLO predictions for high ET

γ in Wγ. 
¡  Shapes properly described by multi-leg generator: AlpGen, Sherpa. 

¡  Search for New Physics: 
¡  aTGC: 

¡  Limits are comparable to Tevatron or LEP results.  
¡  Narrow resonance search: 

¡  First published narrow resonance search in Wγ! 
¡  Best published limit for narrow resonance search in Zγ! 

¡  No obvious sign of new physics… 
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Back-up 
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ATLAS & Lumi 
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Calorimeter 
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Why this granularity? 
PS: 0.025 x 0.1  

Front: 0.0031 x 0.1  

middle: 0.025 x 0.025  Back: 0.05 x 0.025  



Background decomposition 
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tt̄ 320± 8± 28 653± 11± 57 22± 2± 4 44± 3± 6

other background 141± 16± 13 291± 29± 26 52± 5± 6 140± 22± 18
N

sig

W� 4390± 200± 250 6440± 300± 590 2780± 190± 180 4040± 230± 280

TABLE I. Total number of events passing the selection requirements in the data (Nobs

W�), expected number of background

events and observed number of signal events (N sig

W�) in the e⌫� and the µ⌫� channels for inclusive (N
jet

� 0) and exclusive

(N
jet

= 0) events. N sig

W� is defined as the di↵erence between N

obs

W� and the total number of expected background events. The first
uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects. The “other background”
includes contributions from WW , single top quark, W (⌧⌫) and Z(⌧+

⌧

�) production.
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TABLE II. Total number of events passing the selection requirements in the data (Nobs

Z� ), expected number of background events

(NBG

Z� ) and observed number of signal events (N sig

Z�) in the e+e�� channel and the µ+

µ

�
� channel with inclusive (N

jet

� 0) and

exclusive (N
jet

= 0) selections. N

sig

Z� is defined as the di↵erence between N

obs

Z� and the total number of expected background
events. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects.
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Z(⌫⌫̄)+jets, multi-jet 70± 13± 14 29± 5± 3
W� 238± 12± 37 104± 9± 24

�+jets 168± 20± 42 26± 7± 11
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�)� 11.7± 0.7± 0.9 6.5± 0.6± 0.6
tt̄ 11± 1.2± 1.0 0.9± 0.6± 0.1

N
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Z� 420± 42± 60 360± 29± 30

TABLE III. Total number of events in the data (Nobs

Z� ), ex-
pected number of background events from various SM pro-
cesses and observed signal yields (N sig

Z�) after all ⌫⌫̄� selec-
tion criteria are applied for inclusive (N

jet

� 0) and exclusive
(N

jet

= 0) events. N

sig

Z� is defined as the di↵erence between

N

obs

Z� and the total number of expected background events.
The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty
represents an estimate of the systematic e↵ects.

branching fractions of the ⌧ decay modes are well known
and modeled by MC simulation. The main uncertainty
on the ⌧⌫� contamination is due to the uncertainty on the
MC normalization factor. By assuming lepton universal-
ity for the W boson decays, the MC scale factor for ⌧⌫�
events and its uncertainty are taken from the measure-
ment of `⌫� events. The scale factor is defined to correct
the yield of `⌫� events estimated by MC simulation to
match the `⌫� event yield measured in data as shown in
Table I. About 35% of W� contamination comes from
`⌫� events. Most of the `⌫� contamination consists of

events with a low-E
T

lepton below 25GeV (70%) or with
a high-E

T

central lepton that failed to pass the identifi-
cation or isolation criteria (20%). Less than 5% of `⌫�
contamination comes from events with a forward lepton
outside the detector’s fiducial volume.
�+jets background: Due to the high-Emiss

T

require-
ment in ⌫⌫̄� event selection, �+jets contamination is sup-
pressed, especially in the exclusive measurement with a
jet veto cut. In order to measure this background from
data, a sample is selected by applying all signal-region se-
lection criteria except for requiring ��(Emiss

T

, jet)< 0.4.
By requiring the E

miss

T

direction to be close to the jet
direction, the selected events in the control region are
dominated by �+jets background. The yield of �+jets
obtained in control regions is then scaled by an extrap-
olation factor to predict the �+jets background yield in
the signal region, where the extrapolation factor is taken
from a �+jets MC sample. By varying the E

miss

T

thresh-
old from 60 GeV to 100 GeV and varying the jet mul-
tiplicity requirement for the events from N

jet

� 0 to
N

jet

� 1, alternative control samples are obtained to
evaluate the systematic uncertainties. The main system-
atic uncertainty in the �+jets estimate comes from the
di↵erent background yields in di↵erent control regions.
The systematic uncertainty on the extrapolation factor
is obtained by comparing the predictions from sherpa

and pythia �+jets MC samples and varying the energy
scale and resolution for jets and E

miss

T

in MC samples.
Other backgrounds: Background contributions from

other processes are determined from MC samples. The
contributions from Z(⌧+⌧�)�, and tt̄ are found to be
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branching fractions of the ⌧ decay modes are well known
and modeled by MC simulation. The main uncertainty
on the ⌧⌫� contamination is due to the uncertainty on the
MC normalization factor. By assuming lepton universal-
ity for the W boson decays, the MC scale factor for ⌧⌫�
events and its uncertainty are taken from the measure-
ment of `⌫� events. The scale factor is defined to correct
the yield of `⌫� events estimated by MC simulation to
match the `⌫� event yield measured in data as shown in
Table I. About 35% of W� contamination comes from
`⌫� events. Most of the `⌫� contamination consists of

events with a low-E
T

lepton below 25GeV (70%) or with
a high-E

T

central lepton that failed to pass the identifi-
cation or isolation criteria (20%). Less than 5% of `⌫�
contamination comes from events with a forward lepton
outside the detector’s fiducial volume.
�+jets background: Due to the high-Emiss

T

require-
ment in ⌫⌫̄� event selection, �+jets contamination is sup-
pressed, especially in the exclusive measurement with a
jet veto cut. In order to measure this background from
data, a sample is selected by applying all signal-region se-
lection criteria except for requiring ��(Emiss

T

, jet)< 0.4.
By requiring the E

miss

T

direction to be close to the jet
direction, the selected events in the control region are
dominated by �+jets background. The yield of �+jets
obtained in control regions is then scaled by an extrap-
olation factor to predict the �+jets background yield in
the signal region, where the extrapolation factor is taken
from a �+jets MC sample. By varying the E

miss

T

thresh-
old from 60 GeV to 100 GeV and varying the jet mul-
tiplicity requirement for the events from N

jet

� 0 to
N

jet

� 1, alternative control samples are obtained to
evaluate the systematic uncertainties. The main system-
atic uncertainty in the �+jets estimate comes from the
di↵erent background yields in di↵erent control regions.
The systematic uncertainty on the extrapolation factor
is obtained by comparing the predictions from sherpa

and pythia �+jets MC samples and varying the energy
scale and resolution for jets and E

miss

T

in MC samples.
Other backgrounds: Background contributions from

other processes are determined from MC samples. The
contributions from Z(⌧+⌧�)�, and tt̄ are found to be
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branching fractions of the ⌧ decay modes are well known
and modeled by MC simulation. The main uncertainty
on the ⌧⌫� contamination is due to the uncertainty on the
MC normalization factor. By assuming lepton universal-
ity for the W boson decays, the MC scale factor for ⌧⌫�
events and its uncertainty are taken from the measure-
ment of `⌫� events. The scale factor is defined to correct
the yield of `⌫� events estimated by MC simulation to
match the `⌫� event yield measured in data as shown in
Table I. About 35% of W� contamination comes from
`⌫� events. Most of the `⌫� contamination consists of
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lepton below 25GeV (70%) or with
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central lepton that failed to pass the identifi-
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contamination comes from events with a forward lepton
outside the detector’s fiducial volume.
�+jets background: Due to the high-Emiss

T

require-
ment in ⌫⌫̄� event selection, �+jets contamination is sup-
pressed, especially in the exclusive measurement with a
jet veto cut. In order to measure this background from
data, a sample is selected by applying all signal-region se-
lection criteria except for requiring ��(Emiss

T

, jet)< 0.4.
By requiring the E

miss

T

direction to be close to the jet
direction, the selected events in the control region are
dominated by �+jets background. The yield of �+jets
obtained in control regions is then scaled by an extrap-
olation factor to predict the �+jets background yield in
the signal region, where the extrapolation factor is taken
from a �+jets MC sample. By varying the E

miss

T

thresh-
old from 60 GeV to 100 GeV and varying the jet mul-
tiplicity requirement for the events from N

jet

� 0 to
N

jet

� 1, alternative control samples are obtained to
evaluate the systematic uncertainties. The main system-
atic uncertainty in the �+jets estimate comes from the
di↵erent background yields in di↵erent control regions.
The systematic uncertainty on the extrapolation factor
is obtained by comparing the predictions from sherpa

and pythia �+jets MC samples and varying the energy
scale and resolution for jets and E

miss

T

in MC samples.
Other backgrounds: Background contributions from

other processes are determined from MC samples. The
contributions from Z(⌧+⌧�)�, and tt̄ are found to be
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How to get Data driven bkg

+

Photon Isolation

lepton Isolation

tight

Anti tight

Loose
!medium

tight

A B

DC

A' B'

D'C'

Normalization:

Shapes:

● Taken in region C and C'.

In this procedure the normalization are 
retrieved, subtracting the SMEW bkg and 
takes into account the leakage of signal in 
the bkg regions. The normalization are 
taken in the region P

T
(gamma)<40 GeV

For Z+gamma the procedure is the same, 
except that only the Z+jets bkg is estimated 
from data. 
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Cuts pp ! `⌫� pp ! `

+

`

�
� pp ! ⌫⌫̄�

Lepton p

`
T

> 25 GeV p

`
T

> 25 GeV —
|⌘`| < 2.47 |⌘`| < 2.47 —
N` = 1 N`+ = 1, N`� = 1 N` = 0

p

⌫
T

> 35 GeV — —
Boson — m`+`� > 40 GeV p

⌫⌫̄
T

> 90 GeV
Photon E

�
T

> 15 GeV E

�
T

> 15 GeV E

�
T

> 100 GeV
|⌘� | < 2.37, �R(`, �) > 0.7

✏

p
h < 0.5

Jet E

jet

T

> 30 GeV, |⌘jet| < 4.4
�R(e/µ/�, jet) > 0.3

Inclusive : N
jet

� 0, Exclusive : N
jet

= 0

TABLE IV. Definition of the extended fiducial region where
the cross sections are evaluated; p⌫

T

is the transverse momen-
tum of the neutrino from W decays; p

⌫⌫̄
T

is the transverse
momentum of the Z boson that decays into two neutrinos;
N` is the number of leptons in one event; ✏

p
h is the photon

isolation fraction.

•
R
Ldt is the integrated luminosity for the channels

of interest (4.6 fb�1).

• C

W�

and C

Z�

are defined as the number of recon-
structed MC events passing all selection require-
ments divided by the number of generated events
at particle level within the fiducial region. These
ratios are shown in Table V.

• A

W�

and A

Z�

are the acceptances, defined at par-
ticle level as the number of generated events found
within the fiducial region divided by the number
of generated events within the extended fiducial re-
gion. These acceptances are listed in Table V.

The correction factors C
W�

and C

Z�

are determined by
usingW/Z+� signal MC events, corrected with scale fac-
tors to account for small discrepancies between data and
simulation. These discrepancies include the di↵erences in
the lepton and photon reconstruction, identification and
isolation e�ciencies, as well as trigger e�ciencies.

Table VI summarizes the systematic uncertainties on
C

V �

from di↵erent sources, on the signal acceptance A
V �

,
and on the background estimates. The dominant un-
certainties on C

V �

come from photon identification and
isolation e�ciency. The photon identification e�ciency
is determined from the signal MC samples where the
shower shape distributions of the photon are corrected
to account for the observed small discrepancies between
data and simulation. The systematic uncertainty is de-
termined by comparing the corrected nominal value from
MC simulation with the e�ciency measurement using a
pure photon sample from radiative Z decays in data.
The uncertainty on the photon identification e�ciency
is found to be about 6% for all V � measurements. By
doing a similar study, the uncertainty on the photon iso-
lation e�ciency is found to be less than 3%.

The uncertainties coming from the jet energy scale
(JES) and resolution (JER) are important for all exclu-
sive V � measurements. Uncertainties associated with the
JES and JER a↵ect the e�ciency of the jet veto criteria
and have an impact on E

miss

T

. By separately varying the
JES and JER within one standard deviation and propa-
gating them to the E

miss

T

, the uncertainties on C

V �

due
to these e↵ects are found to be less than 4% for exclusive
`⌫�, and 3% for exclusive `+`�� and ⌫⌫̄� measurements.

The uncertainties on energy scale and resolution for
unassociated energy clusters in the calorimeter and for
additional pp collisions are propagated to E

miss

T

, with an
impact on C

V �

of less than 2% for the `⌫� and ⌫⌫̄� mea-
surements.

The muon momentum scale and resolution are stud-
ied by comparing the invariant mass distribution of Z !
µ

+

µ

� events in data and MC simulation [38]. The impact
on `⌫� and `

+

`

�
� signal events due to the muon momen-

tum scale and resolution uncertainty is smaller than 1%.
The uncertainties due to the EM energy scale and res-
olution, which a↵ect both the electron and photon, are
found to be 2%–3%.

The e�ciencies of the lepton selections, and the lepton
triggers, are first estimated from the signal MC events
and then corrected with scale factors derived using high-
purity lepton data samples from W and Z boson decays
to account for small discrepancies between the data and
the MC simulation [35, 36, 38, 45]. In the `⌫� and `

+

`

�
�

measurement, the uncertainty due to lepton identifica-
tion and reconstruction is found to be about 2% in the
electron channel, and less than 1% in the muon channel,
and the uncertainty due to lepton isolation is found to be
less than 2% in the electron channel and less than 0.5%
in the muon channel.

The uncertainty due to single-muon trigger e�ciencies
is 2% for `⌫� and 0.6% for `+`��, while the uncertainty
from single-electron trigger e�ciencies is 0.7% for `⌫�

and 0.1% for `+`��. The uncertainty from photon trigger
e�ciencies for ⌫⌫̄� is 1%.

The systematic uncertainties for A

W�

and A

Z�

are
dominated by PDF uncertainties (<0.8%), by the renor-
malization and factorization scale uncertainties (<0.5%)
and by the uncertainties on the size of the contributions
from fragmentation photons (<0.3%). The PDF uncer-
tainty is estimated using the CT10 error eigenvectors
at their 90% confidence-level (CL) limits and rescaled
appropriately to 68% CL, with variations of ↵

s

in the
range 0.116–0.120. The renormalisation and factorisa-
tion scales are varied by factors of two around the nomi-
nal scales to evaluate the scale-related uncertainties.

The cross-section measurements of each leptonic de-
cay channel and the combined (electron, muon) channels
are extracted using a likelihood method. A negative log-
likelihood function is defined as
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Source pp ! e⌫� pp ! µ⌫� pp ! e

+

e

�
� pp ! µ

+

µ

�
� pp ! ⌫⌫̄�

Relative systematic uncertainties on the signal correction factor CV � [%]

� identification e�ciency 6.0 (6.0) 6.0 (6.0) 6.0 (6.0) 6.0 (6.0) 5.3 (5.3)

� isolation e�ciency 1.9 (1.8) 1.9 (1.7) 1.4 (1.4) 1.4 (1.4) 2.8 (2.8)

Jet energy scale 0.4 (2.9) 0.4 (3.2) - (2.2) - (2.4) 0.6 (2.0)

Jet energy resolution 0.4 (1.5) 0.6 (1.7) - (1.7) - (1.8) 0.1 (0.5)

unassociated energy cluster in E

miss

T

1.5 (1.6) 0.5 (1.0) - (-) - (-) 0.3 (0.2)

µ momentum scale and resolution - (-) 0.5 (0.4) - (-) 1.0 (0.8) - (-)

EM scale and resolution 2.3 (3.0) 1.3 (1.6) 2.8 (2.8) 1.5 (1.5) 2.6 (2.7)

Lepton identification e�ciency 1.5 (1.6) 0.4 (0.4) 2.9 (2.5) 0.8 (0.8) - (-)

Lepton isolation e�ciency 0.8 (0.8) 0.3 (0.2) 2.0 (1.6) 0.5 (0.4) - (-)

Trigger e�ciency 0.8 (0.1) 2.2 (2.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.6 (0.6) 1.0 (1.0)

Total 7.1 (8.0) 6.8 (7.8) 7.6 (7.9) 6.5 (7.1) 6.6 (7.0)

TABLE VI. Relative systematic uncertainties on the signal correction factor CV � for each channel in the inclusive N

jet

>= 0
(exclusive N

jet

= 0) V � measurement.

�

ext�fid[pb] �

ext�fid[pb]
Measurement mcfm Prediction

N

jet

� 0
e⌫� 2.74 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.32 (syst) ± 0.14 (lumi) 1.96 ± 0.17
µ⌫� 2.80 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.37 (syst) ± 0.14 (lumi) 1.96 ± 0.17
`⌫� 2.77 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.33 (syst) ± 0.14 (lumi) 1.96 ± 0.17

e

+

e

�
� 1.30 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst) ± 0.05 (lumi) 1.18 ± 0.05

µ

+

µ

�
� 1.32 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst) ± 0.05 (lumi) 1.18 ± 0.05

`

+

`

�
� 1.31 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst) ± 0.05 (lumi) 1.18 ± 0.05

⌫⌫̄� 0.133 ± 0.013 (stat) ± 0.020 (syst) ± 0.005 (lumi) 0.156 ± 0.012
N

jet

= 0
e⌫� 1.77 ± 0.04 (stat) ± 0.24 (syst) ± 0.08 (lumi) 1.39 ± 0.13
µ⌫� 1.74 ± 0.04 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst) ± 0.08 (lumi) 1.39 ± 0.13
`⌫� 1.76 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.21 (syst) ± 0.08 (lumi) 1.39 ± 0.13

e

+

e

�
� 1.07 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.12 (syst) ± 0.04 (lumi) 1.06 ± 0.05

µ

+

µ

�
� 1.04 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst) ± 0.04 (lumi) 1.06 ± 0.05

`

+

`

�
� 1.05 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst) ± 0.04 (lumi) 1.06 ± 0.05

⌫⌫̄� 0.116 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.013 (syst) ± 0.004 (lumi) 0.115 ± 0.009

TABLE VII. Measured cross sections for the `⌫�, `+`�� and ⌫⌫̄� processes at
p
s = 7 TeV in the extended fiducial region

defined in Table IV. The statistical uncertainty of each measurement corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the data
sample used by the measurement. The SM predictions from mcfm [47], calculated at NLO, are also shown in the table with
systematic uncertainties. All mcfm predictions are corrected to particle level using parton-to-particle scale factors as described
in Sec. VIII.

numerical values ( d�i

dE

�
T

) are summarized in Table VIII.

The systematic uncertainties on the di↵erential fiducial
cross sections are dominated by the uncertainties on the
W+jet, �+jet, Z(`+`�) background normalization, on
the photon identification, and on the EM and jet energy
scales. The statistical uncertainties on the spectrum are
propagated through the unfolding procedure by perform-
ing pseudo-experiments. Pseudo-experiments are gener-
ated by fluctuating the content of each bin in the data
spectrum and the content of the response matrix accord-
ing to their statistical uncertainties. The unfolding pro-
cedure is then applied to each pseudo-experiment, and
the standard deviation of the unfolded results is taken as

the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainties
on the spectrum are evaluated by varying the response
matrix for each source of uncertainty and by combining
the resulting changes in the unfolded spectrum.

The normalized di↵erential fiducial cross section ( 1
�

⇥
d�i
dx

and 1

�

⇥ d�

i

(x), where � =
P

�

i

(x) =
R

d�i
dx

dx

and x is the variable under consideration such as E

�

T

)
is also provided for shape comparisons. Some genera-
tors (sherpa and alpgen) the kinematic variable shapes
but are less accurate for the normalization. Table VIII
shows the normalized di↵erential fiducial cross sections
as a function of E�

T

for the `⌫� and `

+

`

�
� processes.

The normalized cross sections measured in bins of jet
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multiplicity in V � events is presented in Fig. 7 and Ta-
ble IX. The measurements are performed in the extended
fiducial phase spaces defined in Table IV, with E

�

T

>

15 GeV for the low-E�

T

region, and with E

�

T

> 60 GeV
for the high-E�

T

region. The systematic uncertainties on
the jet multiplicity measurement are dominated by the
uncertainties on the jet energy scale, the jet energy reso-
lution and the background shape.

The transverse mass mW�

T

spectrum and the invariant
mass mZ� spectrum are also measured in the `⌫� and in
the `

+

`

�
� processes, respectively. The transverse mass

is defined in Eq. (6), where m

`�

is the invariant mass of
the lepton–photon system:

(mW�

T

)2 = (
q

m

2

`�

+ |~p
T

(�) + ~p

T

(`)|2 + E

miss

T

)2

�|~p
T

(�) + ~p

T

(`) + ~

E

miss

T

|2.
(6)

These measurements are performed in the extended
fiducial phase space defined in Table IV, with E

�

T

>

40 GeV. The distribution of mW�

T

for the `⌫� candidates
is shown in Fig. 3(d); the expected numbers of signal and
background events are also shown. The unfolded m

W�

T

spectrum is presented in Fig. 8(a) and Table X. The sys-
tematic uncertainties of m

W�

T

spectrum measurements
are dominated by the uncertainties on the EM energy
scale, the jet energy scale, the Emiss

T

energy scale and the
background shape.

The distribution of mZ� for the `

+

`

�
� candidates is

presented in Fig. 4(c), together with the expected m

Z�

distributions of the signal and background events. The
unfolded m

Z� spectrum is presented in Fig. 8(b) and Ta-
ble XI. The uncertainties in the m

Z� spectrum measure-
ment arise predominantly from the uncertainties on the
EM energy scale.

VIII. COMPARISON TO THEORETICAL
PREDICTIONS

To test the predictions of the SM, the cross-section
measurements of pp ! `⌫� + X, pp ! `

+

`

�
� + X and

pp ! ⌫⌫̄�+X production are compared to NLO and LO
calculations using the mcfm [47] program. Version 6.3 of
mcfm includes cross-section predictions for the produc-
tion of W� + zero partons at NLO and for W� + one
parton at LO. For Z� production the predictions are at
NLO for both Z� + zero partons and Z� + one parton,
and at LO for Z� + two partons. Finally, ⌫⌫̄� produc-
tion is calculated at NLO for zero partons and LO for
one parton.

Measurements of inclusive `⌫� production are com-
pared to the NLO W� prediction with no restriction
on the associated quark/gluon. Exclusive `⌫� produc-
tion is compared to the same NLO prediction by re-
quiring no parton with |⌘| < 4.4 and p

T

> 30 GeV

in the final state. Similarly, measurements of inclusive
`

+

`

�
� production are compared directly to the NLO Z�

prediction while the exclusive `⌫� measurement is com-
pared to the prediction with no additional parton with
|⌘| < 4.4 and p

T

> 30 GeV. The exclusive cross section
for `+`�� production with exactly one jet with |⌘| < 4.4
and p

T

> 30 GeV is compared to the NLO Z� + one-
parton prediction with the same kinematic restriction on
the single parton. Production of l+l�� with exactly two
jets with |⌘| < 4.4 and p

T

> 30 GeV is compared to the
LO Z� + two-parton prediction. The cross sections for
⌫⌫̄� production are calculated in a similar manner using
the mcfm NLO prediction for ⌫⌫̄� + zero partons.

All the mcfm predictions include W and Z boson pro-
duction with photons from direct W� and Z� diboson
production, from final-state radiation o↵ the leptons in
the W/Z decays and from quark/gluon radiation using
the BFGSetII [48] photon fragmentation function. Event
generation is done using the default electroweak param-
eters in the mcfm program and the parton distribu-
tion functions ct10 [30]. The renormalization, factor-
ization and photon fragmentation scales are set equal

to
q
M

2

V

+ E

�

T

2

. Photon isolation is defined using the
fractional energy carried by partons in a cone �R

�

=
0.4 about the photon direction. The fractional parton
energy ✏

h

in the isolation cone (excluding the photon’s
energy) is required to be less than 0.5. The kinematic re-
quirements for the parton-level generation are the same
as those chosen at particle level for the extended fiducial
cross-section measurements (see Table IV).

The parton-level cross-section uncertainties are evalu-
ated by varying the PDFs and the renormalization and
factorization scales, and by changing the definition of
photon isolation. The PDF uncertainty is about 3%–
4%. It is estimated using the CT10 error eigenvectors
at their 68% CL limits, and varying the ↵

s

values in the
range 0.116 - 0.120. The variation of the renormalization

and factorization scales from the nominal
q

M

2

V

+ E

�

T

2

up and down by a common factor of two gives an un-
certainty about 3%–7%. For the exclusive channels with
no central jets with p

T

greater than 30 GeV, the method
suggested in Ref. [49] is used to estimate the uncertainty
due to the energy scale of the process. The uncertainty
due to the definition of photon isolation varies in the
range 1%–5%. It is evaluated by varying the fractional
parton energy ✏

p

h

from 0.0 to 1.0.

To compare these NLO SM predictions to the mea-
sured cross sections, they must be corrected for the dif-
ferences between the parton-level and particle-level defi-
nitions of the jet and photon isolation, as done for data.
The alpgen+herwig (for W�) and sherpa (for Z�)
MC samples are used to estimate the parton-to-particle
scale factors. The scale factor (S

W�

or S
Z�

) is defined as
the number of simulated events passing the fiducial region
selection cuts at the particle level divided by the number
of simulated events passing the fiducial region selection
cuts at the parton level. They increase the parton-level
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quark or gluon. The lack of higher-order QCD contribu-
tions results in an underestimate of the predicted cross
sections. For the same reason, the improvement of the
description by alpgen compared to sherpa for the pre-
dictions of the jet multiplicity spectrum can be attributed
to the fact that there are more additional hard partons
included in the matrix element calculation with the Alp-

gen generator.

IX. LIMITS ON ANOMALOUS
TRIPLE-GAUGE-BOSON COUPLINGS

The reconstructed E

�

T

distributions from V � events
with the exclusive zero-jet selection are used to set limits
on WW�, ZZ� and Z�� anomalous triple-gauge-boson
coupling parameters. Assuming C and P conservation
separately, the aTGCs are generally chosen as �

�

and
�

�

(�

�

= 

�

� 1) for the WW� vertex [43, 44], and
h

V

3

and h

V

4

for the ZV � vertices [51].
Form factors are introduced to avoid unitarity vio-

lation at very high energy. Typical choices of these
form factors for the WW� aTGCs are: �

�

(s) =
�

�

/(1 + ŝ/⇤2)2 and �

�

(s) = �

�

/(1 + ŝ/⇤2)2 [44]. For
the ZV � aTGCs, conventional choices of form factors are
h

V

3

(s) = h

V

3

/(1+ŝ/⇤2)3 and h

V

4

(s) = h

V

4

/(1+ŝ/⇤2)4 [51].
Here

p
ŝ is the W� or Z� invariant mass and ⇤ is the

new-physics energy scale. To conserve unitarity, ⇤ is cho-
sen as 6 TeV in the W� analysis and 3 TeV in the Z�

analysis. The results with energy cut-o↵ ⇤ = 1 are
also presented as a comparison in the unitarity violation
scheme.

Deviations of the aTGC parameters from the SM pre-
dictions would nearly all lead to an excess of high-energy
photons associated with the W and Z bosons. Thus,
measurements of the exclusive extended fiducial cross sec-
tions for W� production with E

�

T

> 100 GeV are used to
extract aTGC limits. The cross-section predictions with
aTGCs (�aTGC

W�

and �

aTGC

Z�

) are obtained from the mcfm
generator. The number of expected W� events in the
exclusive extended fiducial region (NaTGC

W�

(�

�

,�

�

)) for
a given aTGC strength is obtained using Eq. (7)

N

aTGC

W�

(�

�

,�

�

) = �

aTGC

W�

⇥C

W�

⇥A

W�

⇥S

W�

⇥
Z

Ldt.
(7)

For the Z� case, NaTGC

Z�

(h�

3

, h

�

4

) or N

aTGC

Z�

(hZ

3

, h

Z

4

) are
obtained in a similar way. The anomalous couplings in-
fluence the kinematic properties of W� and Z� events
and thus the corrections for event reconstruction (C

W�

and C

Z�

). The maximum variations of C
W�

and C

Z�

within the measured aTGC limits are quoted as addi-
tional systematic uncertainties.

The limits on a given aTGC parameter are extracted
from a Frequentist Profile Likelihood test, as explained
in Sec. VII, given the extended fiducial measurements.
The profile likelihood combines the observed number of
exclusive V � candidate events with E

�

T

> 100 GeV, the

Measured Expected
processes pp ! `⌫�

⇤ 1 1
�� (�0.41, 0.46) (�0.38, 0.43)
�� (�0.065, 0.061) (�0.060, 0.056)
⇤ 6 TeV 6 TeV

�� (�0.41, 0.47) (�0.38, 0.43)
�� (�0.068, 0.063) (�0.063, 0.059)

processes pp ! ⌫⌫� and pp ! `

+

`

�
�

⇤ 1 1
h

�
3

(�0.015, 0.016) (�0.017, 0.018)
h

Z
3

(�0.013, 0.014) (�0.015, 0.016)
h

�
4

(�0.000094, 0.000092) (�0.00010, 0.00010)
h

Z
4

(�0.000087, 0.000087) (�0.000097, 0.000097)
⇤ 3 TeV 3 TeV
h

�
3

(�0.023, 0.024) (�0.027, 0.028)
h

Z
3

(�0.018, 0.020) (�0.022, 0.024)
h

�
4

(�0.00037, 0.00036) (�0.00043, 0.00042)
h

Z
4

(�0.00031, 0.00031) (�0.00037, 0.00036)

TABLE XII. The measured and expected 95% CL intervals on
the charged (�� , ��) and neutral (h�

3

, hZ
3

, h�
4

, hZ
4

) anoma-
lous couplings. The results obtained using di↵erent ⇤ values
are shown, all the other couplings are set to the SM values.
The two numbers in each parenthesis denote the 95% CL in-
terval.

expected signal as a function of the aTGC (Eq. (7)) and
the estimated number of background events.

The systematic uncertainties are included in the like-
lihood function as nuisance parameters with correlated
Gaussian constraints. A point in the aTGC space is ac-
cepted (rejected) at the 95% CL if less (more) than 95%
of the randomly generated pseudo-experiments exhibit
larger profile likelihood ratio values than those observed
in data.

The limits are defined as the values of aTGCs that
demarcate the central 95% of the integral of the likeli-
hood distribution. The resulting allowed ranges for the
anomalous couplings are shown in Table XII for WW�

and ZV � (V = Z, �). These results are also compared
in Fig. 9 with the results from LEP [11] and the Teva-
tron [4–6].

The limits on each aTGC parameter are obtained with
the other aTGC parameters set to their SM values us-
ing a one-dimensional profile likelihood fit. The limits
on each pair of aTGC are also evaluated by the same
method. The 95% CL regions in two-dimensional aTGC
space are shown as contours on the (�

�

,�

�

), (h�

3

, h

�

4

)
and (hZ

3

,hZ

4

) planes in Fig. 10. Since all sensitivity of the
measurement is contained in a single measurement of the
V � cross sections in the high-E�

T

regions, the likelihood
ratio used to obtain the two-dimensional limits has one
e↵ective degree of freedom. Therefore the results of the
aTGC frequentist limits found in the one-dimensional fit
are identical to the corresponding limits obtained from
the two-dimensional fits at the points where the other

Triple Gauge Couplings  
•   The s-channel diagrams contain the triple gauge coupling vertex  

•   New physics may modify these couplings.  

•  aTGCs modify the event kinematics 
•  Effects of aTGCs increase with sˆ 
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